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south dakota Safety Council

To Members

Full-day Forum:
Workplace Violence Prevention Strategies
May 20, 2015 | 7:30 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. | Sioux Falls Convention Center
Presented by the South Dakota Safety Council in partnership with Sioux Steel Company
and Raven Industries with support from SE SHRM and the Sioux Falls Chamber of Commerce
The recent workplace shooting in Lennox was a wakeup call to South Dakota employers – it can happen here. Join us for a
full-day forum, Workplace Violence Prevention Strategies, May 20, 7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. at the Sioux Falls Convention Center.
Sioux Steel initiated this forum and in partnership with Raven Industries and the South Dakota
Safety Council has enlisted other community partners to make vital, current information on
violence prevention, recognition and response available to area employers. In addition to the latest
in policy, procedure and technology from our panelists, you’ll hear directly from the Sioux Steel
team about their challenges in the wake of tragedy. Sessions include:
• Threat Assessment and Physical Security
• Behavioral Tools and Resources
• Luncheon and Featured Speakers: Anatomy of a Crisis
• Policy Best Practices Forum
• Legal and Liability Concerns
You’ll also have an opportunity to network with the panelists. This conference will be valuable for all employers and of special
interest to senior leadership, human resources and operations managers. Cost for the event is $45 ($25/luncheon only) plus tax.
To register, call the South Dakota Safety Council at 605-361-7785/800-952-5539, or email sdsc@southdakotasafetycouncil.org.
A
 detailed agenda is available on our website.
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on the job

Knowing Y:
Engage the Next
Generation Now
By Sarah Sladek
CEO of XYZ University

G

eneration Y. Millennials.
Trophy Generation.
The Me First Generation.

Regardless of how you refer to them,
organizations worldwide are really
perplexed by the generation of young
adults now moving into the majority
of the workforce, consumer spending,
and voting power.
Often dismissed as entitled, attentiondeficit, and incapable of interpersonal
communication, leaders often lament
the fact this generation is difficult to
understand and impossible to engage.
Few have taken the extra step to truly
understand what motivates and inspires
this generation.
I spent several months last year doing
just that, researching and interviewing
hundreds of Gen Ys and authoring a
book on the topic, “Knowing Y: Engage
the Next Generation Now” (ASAE: The
Center for Association Leadership).
This book was written to help leaders
determine why Generation Y isn’t
engaging and what to do about it.
Think you know Y? Think again.
As the first generation to come of age in
the post-Industrial Era, Generation Y’s
interpretation of the world and how it
works differs from the generations born
during the Industrial Era. As a result,
they communicate, purchase, and engage
differently and have introduced entirely
new approaches and values systems.
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Here are a few of the shifts occurring as Gen Y moves into young adulthood –

Loyalty versus Relationships
Generation Y is more apt to move from one opportunity to the next, garnering them
a reputation for having a lack of loyalty. Ys are very loyal—they’re just not loyal to
institutions; they are loyal to people. Gen Y commits when meaningful, trustworthy
relationships are actively present.

Ownership versus Access
After defining ourselves for centuries by possessions—cars, houses, stocks, land,
and jewelry—what matters most to Generation Y is not so much ownership as
access. They will forego ownership to rent or share, and they love technology for
providing access to most of the essentials of everyday life. The pressure is on to
provide access to products and experiences that deliver a real return on investment.

Community versus Globalization
Members of the older generations are likely to define community as knowing your
neighbors. Generation Y defines community as having access to and interacting with
a global network via social media. Globalization is something earlier generations
could only consider in abstract terms; Generation Y has always lived it.

Status versus Inclusion
No longer is all the wisdom and experience contained within the eldest,
predominantly male population. This hierarchical, homogenous model survived
for centuries, but it will end with Y. They are the most ethnically diverse generation
in history, best educated, and the first to have more women than men obtain
postsecondary credentials.

Jobs versus Entrepreneurs
It used to be that you would choose a career, get a job, and work for that industry—
sometimes for the same company—until you retired. Today, more workers are
detaching from conventional jobs to take on contract work and Gen Y has
launched a record number of businesses. The entire workforce is moving into
an entrepreneurial mindset both figuratively and literally. continued on page 3
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Knowing Y:
Engage the Next
Generation Now
Sales versus Service
Ys are very smart, savvy consumers
and they will do their homework before
they purchase anything. Ys will want
facts and expect great customer service.
This will mean organizations need to
shift their focus from sales to service;
recruitment to relationship building.
You can choose to dwell on the
challenges that lie ahead or you can
dwell on the opportunities. But one
thing is certain – whatever choice you
make from here on out, it will begin
and end with Y.

National “Stop Falls”
Stand-Down, May 4–15
Federal OSHA has announced a National Fall Prevention
Stand-Down in construction for May 4–15
Employers and workers are encouraged
to pause during their workday for talks,
demonstrations and training on how
to use safety harnesses, guard rails and
other means to protect workers from
falls. Last year’s stand-down reached
more than a million workers, and
included multiple locations in South
Dakota.This year, OSHA hopes to see
more than 20,000 events involving
more than three million people.
Falls are the second leading cause
of worker death in South Dakota.
Nationally hundreds of workers die
each year and thousands more suffer
catastrophic injuries from falls. Lack of
proper fall protection remains federal
OSHA’s most frequently cited violation.

National Safety
STAND-DOWN
TO PREVENT FALLS IN CONSTRUCTION

M AY 4 – 1 5 , 2 0 1 5

Photo: Architect of the Capitol

continued from page 2

Stop Falls Stand-Down
 Plan a toolbox talk or other
safety activity
 Take a break to talk about
how to prevent falls
 Provide training for all workers

For more information:
www.osha.gov/StopFallsStandDown
#StandDown4Safety | (800) 321-OSHA (6742)

U.S. Department of Labor

Safety Pays. Falls Cost.

The National Fall Safety Stand-Down is part of OSHA’s fall prevention
campaign, launched three years ago. Additional partners for this year’s event
include the American Society of Safety Engineers, National Safety Council,
National Construction Safety Executives, the United States Air Force, OSHAapproved state plans, state consultation programs, and OSHA Training
Institute Education Centers.
The newly launched National Safety Stand-Down 2015 Web
	
Sarah Sladek is CEO of XYZ
University and Co-Founder of Next
Generation Association iPortal. She
is an expert on demographics, talent
turnover, and generation gaps.

site provides details on how to conduct a stand-down; receive
a certificate of participation; and access free education and
training resources, fact sheets and other outreach materials
in English and Spanish. Learn more from the site’s “Frequently
Asked Questions” page.

how to reach us South Dakota Safety Council
1108 N. West Avenue, Sioux Falls, SD 57104
Phone: 605-361-7785/800-952-5539
Fax: 605-361-2156
E-mail: sdsc@southdakotasafetycouncil.org

southdakotasafetycouncil.org
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In early April, OSHA released updated Guidelines for Preventing Workplace
Violence for Healthcare and Social Service Workers (PDF). They include industry
best practices and incorporate the most effective way to reduce the risk of violence
in a range of healthcare and social service settings. In related news, a recent NIOSH
Science Blog reviews trends and additional prevention resources specific to healthcare
settings. For more on how to prevent workplace violence in all settings, see OSHA’s
workplace violence Web page and blog.

More OSHA News:

Eye and Face Protection; Temp
Workers; Workers’ Comp Costs
Eye
 	

and face protection. Federal OSHA has proposed updating its

general industry, shipyard employment, marine terminals, longshoring, and
construction eye and face protection standards by incorporating by reference
the three most recent versions of the ANSI Occupational and Educational Eye
and Face Protection standard.

	
Temp

worker PPE and whistleblower protections. OSHA has
issued information bulletins on personal protective equipment and whistleblower
protection rights as part of its Temporary Worker Initiative, both linked from
its Temporary Worker Topic Page.

	
New

report: Workers bearing more injury, illness costs.

There’s been a lot of commentary on a new federal OSHA report that finds the
financial burden of workplace injuries and illnesses increasingly has shifted to
the worker. National Safety Council provides a brief summary and a link to the
full report in the latest Safety+Health magazine.

Safety and the Bottom Line
OHS Online explores the economic impact of safety, noting that
“Just because it’s hard to measure the specific financial benefits
of reducing injuries doesn’t mean we should shy away from
discussing safety’s impact on an organization’s bottom line.”
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Electronic Log
Rule; Annual
Drug/Alcohol
Testing Survey
Electronic log rule.
National Safety Council reports
that the Federal Motor Carrier
Safety Administration intends
to publish a final rule regarding
electronic logging devices (ELDs)
by September 30. The rule would
require commercial motor vehicle
drivers to use ELDs to ensure
drivers comply with hours-ofservice regulations.

Annual drug/alcohol
testing survey.
Our friends at U.S. DOT have
asked us to help get the word
out about the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration’s
(FMCSA) annual drug and alcohol
testing survey. FMCSA has
begun notifying selected truck
and bus companies to submit
their annual DOT drug and
alcohol testing program results
(calendar year 2014). Notification
is being sent to randomly
selected motor carriers via e-mail
and DOT is learning that there
is confusion about responding.
If you receive the notification
you should fill it out and submit
it by May 15. There is no charge.
Instructions on how to respond
and qualifying exemptions are
included in the notification.

on the job

Health Effects of
Shift Work Go Far
Beyond Fatigue
 ew research on the health effects of shift work is exploring issues that go far
N
beyond fatigue, including diabetes, cancer and hypertension. The National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) offers the following recommendations
for employers:
• R
 egular Rest: Establish at least 10 consecutive hours per day of protected
time off-duty in order for workers to obtain 7-8 hours of sleep.
• R
 est Breaks: Frequent brief rest breaks (e.g., every 1-2 hours) during
demanding work are more effective against fatigue than a few longer breaks.
Allow longer breaks for meals.
• S
 hift Lengths: Five 8-hour shifts or four 10-hour shifts per week are usually
tolerable. Depending on the workload, twelve-hour days may be tolerable with
more frequent interspersed rest days. Shorter shifts (e.g., 8 hours), during the
evening and night, are better tolerated than longer shifts.
• W
 orkload: Examine work demands with respect to shift length. Twelve-hour
shifts are more tolerable for “lighter” tasks (e.g., desk work).
• R
 est Days: Plan one or two full days of rest to follow five consecutive 8-hour
shifts or four 10-hour shifts. Consider two rest days after three consecutive
12-hour shifts.
• T
 raining: Provide training to make sure that workers are aware of the ups
and downs of shiftwork and that they know what resources are available to
them to help with any difficulties they are having with the work schedule.

A new article in EHS Today looks at
how an aging workforce (with fewer
workers coming up behind them)
will affect productivity and safety.

NIOSH
Recommends All
Workplaces Go
Tobacco-Free
A new report from the National
Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH)
recommends that all workplaces
become tobacco-free (including
e-cigarettes) and that employers
make tobacco cessation programs
available to workers.
Promoting Health and Preventing
Disease and Injury Through
Workplace Tobacco Policies
addresses the following aspects
of tobacco use:

• Incident Analysis: Examine near misses and incidents to determine the role,
if any, of fatigue as a root cause or contributing cause to the incident.

• Tobacco use among workers.

New Video from CSB:
Preventing Ammonia Releases

•	Occupational health and safety
concerns relating to tobacco use
by workers.

The Chemical Safety Board has produced a seven-minute
Safety Bulletin
video to help employers prevent potentially deadly anhydrous
ammonia incidents. National Safety Council’s Safety+Health
magazine reports that the video is based on a CSB safety
bulletin detailing an investigation into a release of more than
32,000 pounds of anhydrous ammonia at Millard Refrigerated
Services in Theodore, AL, in 2010. The incident exposed more
than 150 offsite workers to the chemical. Thirty-two were
hospitalized, including four who required intensive care.
The video features three-dimensional animation of the events preceding the
chemical release.
Hydraulic Shock Safety Bulletin

January 2015

U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board

Key Lessons for Preventing Hydraulic Shock
in Industrial Refrigeration Systems
Anhydrous Ammonia Release at Millard
Refrigerated Services, Inc.
January 2015
32 Hospital Admissions,

4 Placed in Intensive Care

KEY LESSONS SUMMARIZED:

No. 2010-13-A-AL

• For the design of ammonia refrigeration systems, avoid grouping multiple,
large-capacity evaporators to a single set of control valves.

• Program the defrost control sequence to automatically depressurize or bleed
the coil upon restart after an outage or interruption, prior to opening the suction
stop valve to set the evaporator into cooling mode.

• Avoid the manual interruption of evaporators while in defrost and equip control
systems with password protected controls to ensure only trained and authorized
personnel have the authority to manually override system processes.

• For time-initiated hot gas defrost systems, ensure pump-out times are long enough
to remove all liquid refrigerant from the evaporator coils prior to introducing hot gas,
especially after low-load periods or power outages.

• In the event of an ammonia release, activate the emergency shut-down switch to
de-energize pumps, compressors and valves instead of attempting to isolate leaking
equipment while the refrigeration system is running.

Theodore, Alabama
August 23, 2010
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Older Workers,
Fewer Workers
and Safety

CSB • AL Solutions Case Study
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•	Exposure to secondhand smoke
(SHS) in workplaces.

•	Existing occupational safety
and health regulations and
recommendations prohibiting
or limiting tobacco use in the
workplace.
•	Hazards of worker exposure
to SHS in the workplace.
•	Interventions aimed
at eliminating
or reducing
these hazards.

on the job

Eyes on the Road, Hands on
the Wheel, Mind in the Game:

Pay Attention
and Drive!
During Distracted Driving Awareness Month
and throughout the year, you’ll find comprehensive
resources for the workplace on our website, including
National Safety Council’s cell phone policy kit, sample
policies, fact sheets, videos and training opportunities.
NSC has also developed a campaign about the dangers of using hands-free devices
while driving. There are plenty of programs that talk about the risks of texting and
driving, but none that target hands-free.
You’ll find a variety of free tools and resources at nsc.org/callskill, some for the
workplace and some for your personal use, including a PSA, fact sheets, posters,
a pledge to drive cell-free, free webinars and infographics.

Face the facts about distracted driving
 	
Using a cell phone while driving—whether hands-free or hand-held—delays

your reaction as much as having an alcohol-concentration level of .08 percent.

 	
If you text while driving, on average you take your eyes off the road for up to

4.6 out of every six seconds. At 55 miles per hour, that’s like traveling the length
of a football field without looking up!

 	
Texting while driving makes it 23 times more likely that you’ll crash.
 	
Using a cell phone while driving reduces the amount of brain activity typically

associated with driving by 37 percent.
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Take personal
responsibility
With more portable technology
now than ever, driver distractions
have risen to unprecedented
numbers. We live in a world
where people expect instant,
real-time information 24 hours-aday and those desires do not stop
just because people get behind
the wheel. Drivers simply do
not realize the dangers that are
posed when they take their eyes
and minds off the road and their
hands off the wheel and focus on
activities other than driving.
Help raise awareness among
your coworkers, family and
friends so we can make the
roads safer for us all.

on the job

important aed maintenance:
Time for New Pads or Battery?
It may be time to change
the pads or battery for your
Philips automated external
defibrillator (AED)— take
a moment to check the
expiration dates. If you need
new pads or a battery, order
through us for a discount (good on any accessories). Don’t have an
AED? We can help! And when you purchase Philips AEDs from us,
you’ll receive more than $400 of free accessories. A reminder: Our
upgrade/trade-in program runs through December 24, 2015.

For more information, contact Connie Greguson at connie@
	
southdakotasafetycouncil.org; 605-361-7785/800-952-5539.
Find details about other first aid resources and our first aid/
CPR/AED training online.

Portable Weather Radios –
Your Key to Spring Safety!
Stay informed. Stay prepared. Protect your workplace (and support
off-the-job safety!) with an Emergency Weather Radio. This handheld
radio will continuously receive alerts on weather disasters like severe
thunderstorms, tornadoes and flash floods. Need to seek shelter?
Just grab it and go!
• Easy to set up – Quick Guide included
• S.A.M.E. technology (specify alerts for your area only)
• One-touch local weather
• AC adapter included (AA battery backup)

 embers pay just $34.95 for this
M
lifesaving device! Employers – think
about making this radio available to
your employees with a group purchase
program to save on shipping.
For more information, contact
Connie at 605-361-7785/
800-952-5539 or email her at
connie@southdakotasafetycouncil.org.
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Join the Journey
A reminder that South Dakota
Safety Council members are
now also National Safety Council
members. This single membership
greatly expands the resources
and benefits available to you,
including the tools and resources
included in the Journey to Safety
Excellence® Campaign.
To join the journey, contact us
for your NSC member ID number,
which you’ll need in order to
log in on the NSC site, or call
Moira for more information at
605-361-7785/800-952-5539.

Upcoming Training
April 29
Forklift Train-the-Trainer PLUS
May 1
First Aid/CPR/AED Employee
Training, Hands-on
May 6
Defensive Driving Course,
Basic (4-hour)
June 2–3
First Aid/CPR/AED Instructor
Development Training

Safety Observances
	2015 Calendar of

Safety Observances

off the job

Safety Tips for
Smooth Sailing
Going fishing? Remember this
boating advice from the South
Dakota Department of Game,
Fish and Parks:

 Check the weather forecast.

Motorcycle Safety Courses
for New and Experienced Riders

Never choose to boat under the

Motorcycle season has begun and rider courses have taken off.

Complete an approved

As the state’s designated motorcycle safety training center, we offer courses
throughout the state to help motorcyclists prepare for their license tests. We also
administer the license test as the final step in our courses.

The Basic Rider Course consists of 15 hours of instruction (five hours in
 	
the classroom and 10 hours on-cycle. Come to the classroom session prepared
to ride.) Motorcycles are provided for your use at no extra charge.
The Experienced Rider Course consists of four hours of riding practice
	
and up to one hour of classroom activities conducted between riding exercises.
 	Online registration is easy and secure. Don’t wait — classes are filling up
fast! Questions? See our list of contacts throughout the state.

Bicycle Safety is a Two-Way Street
As we head into warmer months, more people are out bicycling—for exercise,
recreation, or their commute to work. As you might imagine, a large percentage
of bicycle deaths and injuries occur from April through September. Bicyclists and
motorists are equally responsible for safety and for following rules of the road.

Bicyclists:

Motorists:

• Obey all traffic signs and signals.
•	Be predictable: ride on the right
side and signal your turns.
•	Be aware: watch for cars, pedestrians
and road hazards.
•	Protect yourself: wear your helmet
and bright colors.

•	When passing a bicyclist, allow
at least three feet of clearance.
•	Stay alert: Watch for and yield to
bicyclists before merging or turning.

Always wear a life jacket.
influence of drugs or alcohol.

boating safety course and
become a more knowledgeable
boat operator.
	Do not overload a boat.
Know the capacity of the boat
and stay within those limits.
	Boat with a partner and inform
family or friends of your
boating plans.
	Check safety equipment on
board boats 16 feet or longer:
•	One U.S. Coast Guard approved
and wearable personal flotation
device for each person on board
the boat.
•	One U.S. Coast Guard approved
throwable flotation device (seat
cushion or ring buoy).
•	One U.S. Coast Guard
approved fire extinguisher
of B-1 type or larger.
•	One whistle or other soundproducing mechanical device
capable of a two-second blast
audible for at least one-half mile.

 	Find more bicycle safety tips
on our website.
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